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KKGU Holiday Treat Bags

Ways to stay
productive over
Holiday Break

that is hard to get out of once the

By Derek Koeningsdorf

isn’t such a learning curve when it

“With the holidays now upon us

again. Trying to accomplish these few

and winter break only days from

things can help you stay prepared for

beginning, you’re probably

the spring semester.

spring semester arrives. Studies have
shown time and again that it’s best to
keep your mind active so that there
comes time to be productive once

thinking about all the ways you’re

Exercise

going to take it easy and not think
about anything but relaxation.
While some relaxation is a good

Because of the benefits of exercise, we

thing, though, many students will

recommend that you give it 30 to 45

overdo it and put themselves in a

minutes of intense exercise each day.

bind

·

Read a book for English class, 2nd

more without the safety net of an

Semester

instructor to guide you.

At the start of each school year,

With the Internet at your fingertips, you

teachers will generally hand out a

can learn a lot on your own — at least

syllabus of expectations and

enough to set the stage for the second

assignments for the weeks ahead. If

semester.

your teacher does this a year in
advance the way that so many do, then

Job-shadow someone who does

you may want to sneak a peek at it

the type of job that you would

before heading home for the holidays.

like to do

If you see that your English teacher is

There is no better on-the-job training

planning Hamlet for the second

than to saddle up to a professional and

semester, then take your copy home or

see how they do their job on any given

purchase one from a bookstore and

day. Even better if you can schedule

give it a read during the course of your

some observation over a series of days

winter break. This is a great way to

or a week’s time. If you know of any

familiarize yourself with the text before

professional people — as in colleagues,

delving deeply into it at the start of the

friends, or good acquaintances of your

semester. You probably won’t grasp

Mom and Dad — then see if your

every little detail when you read it on

parents can’t set something up. George

your own, but the pump will be more

Root of Demand Media explains that

than primed and ready to grasp what

the job shadow is perfect because it

your teacher would have you to grasp

gives you a chance to be molded by

as you review it as a class.

the real-world employee experience; it
gives you a chance to see where your

Work ahead (or catch up) on

education lines up with actual careers;

math

and it gives you insight into how you
can be more productive.

In the same spirit of the winter break
reading assignment, you should return
to or look ahead on your math over the
break. Schedule some time — like
maybe an hour per day — to revisit
areas that may have given you trouble.
If you aced everything, then don’t be
afraid to challenge yourself and take on

Review what you learned in the
first semester and write it down
in a journal

If you don’t plan on getting out and
being social over the winter break, then
stop what you’re doing for a block of

time and write down all the things that
you learned in the first semester off the
top of your head.
Make note of concepts that were easy
for you and don’t shy away from the
ones that gave you trouble. By pushing
your brain to remember, you’ll be in a
great position to solidify existing
knowledge and set yourself up for
success with the things that are still
giving you trouble.
Be out of bed by at least 9am

If you’re not out of bed by 9am during
the winter break, you’re going to have
an extremely tough time staying
productive and easing back in to the
new semester. Nine is a good
compromise time because it allows you
to go beyond the normal wakeup time
without overdoing it to the point that
you’ll find it impossible to make the
switch back to normal school hours. Of
course, the benefits of sleep are welldocumented, but too much of anything
can be a drawback, so pay special
attention to how much sack time you
are getting.

Study for an upcoming exam

No one’s test date comes out of the
blue when it comes to standardized
tests. The dates are planned out well in
advance giving students adequate time
to prepare. If you know that you have a
test on the horizon, then crack open
the books. Don’t let a golden
opportunity pass you by to prove that
you’re ready for the next step in your
education.
Apply for scholarships

Disconnecting to
Reconnect
By Michael Knight
I finally did it! After having social media

and being very active for over 10 years, I
made the tough decision to deactivate
my accounts. I remember when I first
started my account. It was my junior year
at the University of Missouri-Kansas City
(UMKC).
Being in college at the start of social
media meant I had been connected for
my ENTIRE adult life! So, as you can
probably imagine, social media was a

If there was ever a time to apply, it’s

HUGE part of my day-to-day life. Here’s a

now! You don’t have to spend the

few reasons why I decided to disconnect:

entire break applying for scholarships,

·

but even if you devote a few hours to

I had become so dependent on my

your scholarship applications; it will

phone that I spent an estimated 2

make a world of difference in your

hours (daily) just reading others posts.

search. After all, it only takes one to

With those 2 hours added back into

win!

my day I have noticed more quality
time with family and friends AND

While it may not interest you at first, it’s
much better staying productive
throughout the winter break and being
able to resume your routine once back
in class than to mentally abandon
everything for the holiday and making
things twice as hard once you’re back.

improved relationships in real life.
With the increased screen time on
Zoom for work I was getting burned
out and starting to notice fatigue and
headaches. Disconnecting has
allowed me to recharge and feel
healthier and ready for my virtual day.

The very nature of social media is to
focus on others’ lives. Whether I
realized it or not at the time I spent
an unbelievable amount of time not
focusing on self-improvement. Since
disconnecting I have focused more
on my own well-being. In just a few
weeks, I have increased productivity
and have more time for hobbies.
No doubt, unplugging has come with
some challenges. I have even caught
myself hitting the blue app a few
times. Admittedly, I am a little stunned
at first that I no longer have immediate
access to friends and relatives. But I
can honestly say that the benefits far
outweigh the setbacks I have
experienced.
I am issuing a personal challenge to
everyone reading this;Disconnect from
your social media and/or reduce nonschool/work related technology
consumption for just one week. After
you have done so, email me
(michael.knight@wichita.edu) and let
me know if you noticed a positive
change in your relationships, energy
and school/work performance.
From this experience I have learned:
"Removing one small distraction can
add so much value to your life and
,more importantly, to the lives of the
people connected to you."

Thirteen tips for hybrid
learning
By Christopher 'CB' Bryant
As the semester closes, we are very
grateful for the safety and wellbeing of
our students and families. This semester
has been unlike any other semester
Kansas Kids @ GEARUP has seen before,
but we are always eager to find unique
ways to engage our students. With many
schools switching to a hybrid teaching
style, we would like to provide you with
the following information to help keep
you on track as we move into finals week
and the 2021 spring semester.
Create your own unique workspace
with all the tools you will need for the
day: pens, paper, subject binders,
computer, computer charger, headset
for video chat, cell phone charger,
optimal lighting, snacks (at home
only).
Stay organized by using subject
binders, homework tracking systems
through your school, utilize a calendar
(with a reminder system) and a
planner, treat your online
appointments like they are in person
and make sure to show up on time.
Create an email signature to help
yourself focus on creating the body of
your emails.

Develop a do not disturb system

Once a week go through physical

that shows others around you that

papers and your inventory of saved

you are engaging in online

information on your desktop. Then

programming and cannot be

delete or throw away any

interrupted at the moment. This will

unnecessary or duplicate

help you stay focused on the task at

documents. Use this time to also

hand.

verify that all important files have

Utilize a password saving system
such as Dash lane or Keeper to help
manage all your passwords or keep
them written down in a secure area.
Create a bring to school folder with
any assignments you may need to
turn in at school. This is also a good
resource to store problems or
assignments for which you have
questions.
Set up folders on your desktop for
each of your school subjects. Stay
organized by saving your
documents in these folders rather
than saving all your downloads in
your downloads folder.
Use naming conventions when
saving assignments and study
guides such as your name, a specific
title of the assignment, and the
date.

your unique naming conversion.
Find a way to print important
papers like assignments, study
guides, and final reviews. Having a
physical version of these documents
can be very helpful for kinesthetic
learners.
Develop a list of important contacts
at your school such as contact
information for each of your
teachers, coaches, advisors,
principals and any other school
offices to communicate with on a
regular basis.
Download all apps that your school
uses to your phone for a more
streamlined process for receiving
that latest information regarding
homework, practice and due dates.
Create a list of classmates that you
know you can contact when you
have questions about an
assignment.

Know yourself and
prepare for your future
By Cathy Crist
We have all had a few months to adjust
to hybrid learning, online learning, or inperson learning with the pandemic
experience. In Region 2, we have had a

We are looking forward to our
upcoming Spring semester of
programming. We will still be working
with students to complete their
FAFSAs, college applications and
scholarships during the entire Spring
semester. Our tutoring program will
still be available to all students

successful fall semester serving and

Monday-Thursday afternoons. Each

supporting youths in the area by reaching

month has a theme for Spring. January

out via ZOOM, social media, phone and

is Civil Engagement month; February is

emails. In September, we started the

a month of Science, Technology,

semester with helping youths learn how

Engineering, Arts and Math; March is

to effectively communicate with their

full of exploring sports-related careers

teachers and social workers. Our tutoring

and places; April is preparing for the

program also kicked off in September.

future with goal-setting and self-

Helping students learn how to access

management techniques; May we will

their resources and organizing their

be celebrating our graduates, wrapping

assignments were highlights. October

up financial aid and helping everyone

was filled with FAFSAs and college

prepare for the next school year.

applications. Many high school seniors
were able to complete needed
paperwork for their college access
process. November found students
learning about careers in the medical,
human services and STEM areas. Our
book club kicked off in November as well.
Region 2 ended first semester providing
support for students with studying and
finishing up their coursework. Holiday
celebrations were also part of the month.

If you realize you need individual help
or have specific questions, please be
sure to contact us to ask. We will be
reaching out to students to remind
them of upcoming deadlines, the
importance of creating a schedule for
college paperwork and helping them
access their college portals for
information. Please let us know how we
can support you and what services you
would like to have.
Cathy

Preventing Quarantine
Blues
By Olivia Vaca
Time off from studying, holiday cheer,
copious amounts of fatty foods and
desserts; these are the things that most
students look forward to during Winter
Break. This year, however, many students
are struggling to feel as though these
breaks are refreshing. In the age of
lockdowns, quarantine, and online
schooling, the line between work and
play is blurred and let’s be honest: the
struggle is real. It is more important now
than ever before to focus on keeping our
mental health in check. Here are some
tips on how to tackle the quarantine
blues:
Keep a consistent sleep schedule – We
all tend to stay up later and wake up
later when we are on vacation, but
keeping a consistent sleep schedule is
very important, especially during the
winter. During the winter months the
sun goes down earlier and rises later,
so there is less sunlight that we may
be exposed to. Not only can this mess
with our sleep schedule, but the lack
of vitamin D from sunlight exposure
can lead to depression, as those with
Seasonal Affective Disorder often
have.

Combat this by taking advantage of the

With these tips in mind, your

sunlight when possible and try not to

advisors and mentors with KKGU

stay up too late or wake up in the

hope that you all are able to have a

afternoon.

safe and healthy holiday break.

Continue or start a new hobby –
Hobbies are important because even if
nothing else about our education or
work is interesting, we have something
to look forward to and it helps us grow
as people. Sometimes hobbies can
even turn into jobs or volunteer work
and lead to a new purpose in life.
Every day, try to work on your hobby of
choice for at least 30 minutes. With our
schedules being jam packed, it may be
hard to get time in every day, so also
try to set up at least one day a week
that you can devote a couple of hours
to get lost in your hobby.·
Keep up with friends and family – It can
be hard to keep up with others,
especially if you fall into a rut and don’t
want to do it virtually. Some of us get
our fill of social interaction during the
holidays and this year, that may not be
a possibility for some. Try to find time
to call a friend on the phone or drive by
their house and sit in the driveway
while they are on their front porch to
get some interaction and face to face
contact without breaking social
distancing guidelines.
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